“Prisoners of war” are combatants who have fallen into the hands of the enemy, or specific non-combatants to whom the status of prisoner of war is granted by international humanitarian law.

The following categories of persons are prisoners of war:

a. members of the armed forces of a party to the conflict, including members of militias or volunteer corps forming part of such armed forces (this includes members of regular armed forces who profess allegiance to a government or authority not recognized by the Detaining Power);

b. members of other militias or other volunteer corps that belong to a party to the conflict, provided that such groups:
   - are under responsible command;
   - have a fixed distinctive sign recognizable at a distance;
   - carry arms openly; and
   - conduct operations according to the law of armed conflict;

c. civilians who accompany the armed forces provided they are authorized by the armed force they accompany;

d. members of crews of merchant marine and civilian aircraft of a party to the conflict who do not benefit from more favourable treatment under international law;

e. participants in a levée en masse; and

Combatants are required to distinguish themselves from the civilian population while they are engaged in an attack or in a military operation preparatory to an attack. A combatant who fails to distinguish himself while he is engaged in an attack or in a military operation preparatory to an attack loses his combatant status if he is captured, which means he does not have prisoner of war status and can be tried for an act of war. However, he is to be given protections equivalent in all respects to those provided to prisoners of war under the third Geneva Convention. Notably, in international armed conflicts governed by Additional Protocol I, a combatant distinguishes himself sufficiently if he carries his arms openly:

a. during each military engagement; and
b. during such time as he is visible to the adversary while engaged in a military deployment preceding the launching of an attack in which he is to participate.

Persons excluded from prisoner of war status:
The following persons are explicitly excluded from prisoner of war status in the law of armed conflict:

a. members of the armed forces [2] of a party who fall into the power of the adverse party while engaging in espionage [6]; and
b. mercenaries [7].

See also Combatants [1]
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